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Abstract. The human visual system can make remark- 
ably precise spatial judgements, There are reasons to 
believe that this accuracy is achieved and maintained by 
using processes that calibrate and correct errors in the 
system. This work investigate this problem of self- 
calibration and describes an adaptive system for detect- 
ing the coUinearity of points and the straightness of 
lines. The system is initially inaccurate, but, by using an 
error correction mechanism, it eventually becomes 
highly accurate. The error correction is performed by a 
simple self calibration process named proportional 
multi-gain adjustment. The calibration process adjusts 
the gain values of the system input units. The process 
utilizes statistical regularities in the input stimuli. It 
compensate for errors due to noise in the input units 
receptive fields location and response functions by en- 
suring that the average deviation from collinearity 
offset detected by the system is zero. As a by product of  
the error correction, the system exhibits also adaptation 
and aftereffect phenomena, similar to those observed in 
the human visual system. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper we present a self-calibrating scheme for 
improving the accuracy of spatial analysis by a visual 
system. We will show that it is possible to start with a 
system that is initially inaccurate and improve its accu- 
racy using self calibration based on statistical regulari- 
ties in the input. The self calibration uses a simple but 
powerful scheme, called proportional multi gain adjust- 
ment. 

The motivation for this work comes in part from 
known properties of the human visual system. It should 
be noted, however, that the scheme presented here is 
not an attempt to model directly known mechanisms 
within the human visual system. It is general scheme 
that demonstrates how a simple system, performing 

simple and local computations, can calibrate itself with 
time to achieve highly accurate spatial judgements. 

1.1 Hyperacuity 

The human visual system can make highly precise 
judgements of the relative locations, distances, curva- 
ture, and orientations of features in the visual field. 
Examples of hyperacuity includes the vernier acuity 
task - judging the relative position of two collinear line 
segments (first described by Wiilfing 1892), comparing 
a line slope relative to the vertical (Andrews 1967), 
judging the direction of a chevron bent (Andrews et al. 
1973), and comparing curvature (Watt and Andrews 
1982; Watt 1984). In all of these tasks, the typical 
measured distances are a few seconds of arc (for a 
review see Westheimer 1981). A hyperacuity task that 
motivated this work is the three dot alignment de- 
scribed by Ludvigh (1953). In this task an observer can 
judge reliably whether the middle dot in a vertically 
oriented row of three dots is to the left or right of  the 
axis defined by the other two (Fig. 1) when the center 
dot's distance from the axis (d in Fig. 1) is only 4-5  s of 
arc (the distance between the upper and lower dots, I in 
Fig. 1, is typically about 15 rain. of arc). 

1.2 Error Correcting Mechanisms 

It appears unlikely that this highly accurate judgement 
is achieved merely by a very precise prewiring of the 
visual system, specified genetically. Any biological struc- 
ture is subject to various inevitable irregularities of 
biological growth. For example, the photoreceptors in 
the retina are subject to some variability in their 
location. Similarly, considerable variability in the tuning 
curves of cells in the same area of the brain with the same 
preferred stimuli can be observed in physiological 
recordings (e.g. Rose and Blackmore 1974). It is there- 
fore reasonable to expect the visual system to incorpo- 
rate some error correction mechanisms that allow us to 
see with the precision we do despite irregularities and 
noise in the system (Andrews 1964). 
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Hg. 1. Three dot alignment: the task is to determined whether the 
middle dot is to the left or right of the line defined by the other two 
dots 

1.3 Adaptation and Aftereffect 

The notion that accuracy in spatial judgments is main- 
tained by some error-correction mechanisms is also 
consistent with the phenomena of adaptation and 
figural aftereffects. It is well known that although 
spatial relations can be judged with high accuracy, it 
is also possible to bias the system by adaptation 
effects. Gibson (1933) has shown that when a curved 
line is being observed for a considerable length of 
time, it is gradually perceived as less curved (the phe- 
nomena of adaptation), and a test straight line appears 
curved in the opposite direction (negative after effect). 
Adaptation and negative aftereffects of this type are 
common to many perceptual processes such as the 
perception of color, motion direction and speed, orien- 
tation and brightness (Gibson 1933; Held 1980; Welch 
1974). 

There are two general approaches to explain such 
adaptation phenomena. The non-functional view treats 
all adaptations effects as the by-product of certain 
neural processes such as a fatigue in the response of a 
frequently stimulated neuron (Colheart 1971). The 
functional view, in contrast, assumes that adaptation 
effects are the product of certain functional processes 
involved in a continuous calibration and adjustment of 
the visual system. In particular, according to the func- 
tional view the high precision of certain spatial judg- 
ments made by the visual system and the existence of 
certain adaptation effects can be related. To achieve 
the desired precision in the visual system, self-calibra- 
tion processes are incorporated. Adaptation effects are 
often, according to this view, a manifestation of the 
calibration processes in operation under unusual view- 
ing conditions. 

Andrews (1964) gave an example of statistical reg- 
ularities that can be used in a calibration process of a 
curvature detector. He argued that by keeping the 
perceived average curvature of contours in the visual 
field equal to zero (i.e. straight), and by keeping the 
perceived average contour density constant at all loca- 
tions in the visual field, it is possible to correct distor- 
tions in the mettle of the visual field. 

1.4 Goal of  the Present Work 

This work describes an adaptive scheme for identifying 
straight lines and curvature direction with high preci- 

sion. We first describe a basic scheme (the coUinearity 
detector) that solves with increasing precision the three 
dot alignment task (detecting collinearity of three 
dots). The detecting mechanism is initially inaccurate, 
but, following repeated presentations of various stim- 
uli, it calibrates itself and eventually produces highly 
accurate judgments regarding the relative positions of 
the dots stimuli. The calibration process uses statistical 
regularities suggested by Andrews (1964). In Fig. 2 we 
can see an example of the performance of such a 
system. Initially the system is inaccurate and therefore 
judges as straight the line in Fig. 2a but after it cali- 
brates itself it correctly detects the line in Fig. 2b as 
straight (details of this simulation are presented in 
Sect. 5). 

In addressing the problem of error-correction 
mechanism for the detection of straight lines, Platt 
(1960) proposed a scheme that relied on straight eye 
movements. The scheme is based on the idea that if 
the eye moves along a perfectly trajectory line the set 
of retinal receptors stimulated by a long straight line 
remains constant. The scheme assumes very precise eye 
movements, and therefore a new problem arises of 
producing straight eye movements. Dobbins et al. 
(1987) suggested a scheme for curvature detection us- 
ing two endstopped neurons. However, their scheme 
did not deal with the problem of error correction and 
hyperacuity. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. Sections 2 and 3 
present the basic scheme that deals with three dot 
stimuli. We show mathematically (Appendix 1 and 2) 
that the scheme will converge to a highly precise 
collinearity detector. The method we use for self cali- 
bration (proportional multi gain adjustment) is a gen- 
eral one and can be used for other adaptation 
processes. Section 3 presents simulations of the 
scheme. Sections 4-7  discuss possible generalization of 
the basic scheme and certain biological aspects of the 
model. 

t 

o b 
Fig. 2. A system consists of several basic colinear detector units 
initially detects the contour in graph a as straight. After each unit 
~librates itself, the system detects correctly the contour in graph b as 
straight 



2 The ColUnearity Detector 

The collinearity detector is designed to determine the 
collinearity of three dots. The scheme deals with three 
dot stimulus falling within a certain rectangular region 
of the visual field. The system consists of a main unit 
fed by six subunits. Each subunit has a gain factor 
associated with its response. The output of the main 
unit is the final output of the collinearity detector. The 
intended output of the detector is zero when the three 
dots are exactly collinear, positive or negative when the 
collinearity offset (the displacement of the middle dot 
with respect to the axis defined by the two other) is in 
one direction, or the opposite direction. A calibration 
process then adjusts the gain factors of the subunits in 
order to keep the average collinearity offset detected by 
the unit equal to zero. 

2.1 Structure o f  the Detector 

The collinearity detector is assumed to have a rectangu- 
lar shape with six subunits, u~, (1 ~< i ~< 6), occupying 
the following positions: four subunits at each corner of 
the rectangle, and the remaining two at the midpoints 
of the long sides of the rectangle (see Fig. 3). Later 
(Sect. 4) we will consider the effect of deviation from 
this arrangement. 

The input to the detector are three dots denoted, 
top, center and bottom, assumed to lie on the lines 
connecting the two top subunits u= and u2, the middle 
subunits u3 and u4 and the bottom subunits u5 and ut, 
respectively. We will denote by x, y and z the distances 
of the top center and bottom dots from the top-left (u I), 
center-left (Ua) and bottom-left (Us) subunit respec- 
tively. Finally, d will denote the rectangle width. (see 
Fig. 3). 

2.2 Response Function o f  the Subunits 

The response of each of the six subunits to a single dot 
stimulus is assumed to be a non-negative linear function 
of the dot's distance from the subunit center. The 
response is positive for a dot located on the line con- 
necting the corresponding pair of subunits. Let at and b~ 

x 
U I �9 . . . . .  -o..__,& U2 

- - y - -  

u 3 ~ - -  - e - - - &  u 4 

--Z-- 

U 5 &-- - e -  -- - � 9  u 6 

- - d  
Hg. 3. The coUinearity detector: the subunits locations are marked 
with triangles. The location of the three dot stimulus are marked by 
circles, x, y and z are the distances of the three dots from the 
corresponding left subunits 
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be the slope and intercept of the response function of 
the i-th subunit. Then the response functions of the 
subunits have the form: 

u~ (x) = aix + bl for i = 1, 3, 5 
(1) 

u ~ ( y ) = a ~ ( d - x ) + b ~  f o r i = 2 , 4 , 6  

Let g~ be the gain variable of the subunit u;. For 
convenience, let us define new, compound quantities, 
Top, Center and Bottom (there are quantities we use in 
the analysis, they need not be physically distinct units). 
The responses of the Top, Center and Bottom units are 
defined to be the differences in the responses of two 
subunits in the same pair: 

Top (x) = g2u2(x) - gl ul (x) 

Center (y)  = g4u4(y) - g3u3(y) (2) 

Bottom (z) = gtut(z) - gsUs(Z) 

Top, Center and Bottom are again linear functions of 
the dot's distance from the subunit center (x, y and z). 
L e t  atop, acent , abot and btop, bcent and bbot denote their 
respective slopes and intercept. Note that these vari- 
ables are linear functions of the gain variables g~, with 
the subunits parameters a~ and b,. as coefficients 
(1 ~< i ~< 6). For example atop = -(g2a2 +gtal ) .  

2.3 The Collinearity Detector Response 

We would like the response of the collinearity detector 
to signal correctly the presents of positive, negative or 
zero collinearity offset (where the collinearity offset 
defined as (x + z) - 2y). This property of the detector's 
response allows one to distinguish between collinear 
and non-collinear stimulus and to determine the direc- 
tion of offset in case of non-collinearity. 

We finally define the main unit response, the 
collinearity detector output, by the function 
Str(x, y, z) = Top(x) + Bottom(z) - 2Center(y). 

If the following relations hold: 

ato p = acent = abo t 

btop + bbot = 2bce, t (3) 

The response of the main unit, Str, reduces to 
a(x + z -  2y), where a = atop. In this case, the Str re- 
sponse function is clearly zero for any collinear three 
dot stimulus falling anywhere within the "receptive 
field" (zero offset), and becomes positive or negative 
depending on the sign of the collinearity offseP. When 
the unit behaves in this manner we will say that it 
functions as a proper collinearity detector. Note that 
relations (3) hold in particular when the subunits have 
identical parameters (at = a  j, bi = bj and g~--gj for 
1 .< i , j .<  6). 

i In a biological implementation the signalling of a straight line by 
z e r o  output may not be desirable. This issue, together with other 
aspects of possible biological implementation, are discussed in Sect. 5 
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Relations (3) can be viewed as three linear equa- 
tions in the six variables g~ (1 ~< i ~< 6). If three of the 
gains (g~, g4 and gs) are kept constant, we obtain three 
linear equations in three unknown (g2, g3 and gt). 
Under certain assumption on the domain of the sub- 
units parameters, the equations are independent (see 
Appendix 2), and therefore a (unique) solution exists. It 
follows that even when the subunits are non-identical, it 
is still possible to choose appropriate values for g2, g3 
and g6 so that (3) will hold and the detector will signal 
correctly the presence of negative, zero or positive 
collinearity offset. 

2.4 The Calibration Process 

If the appropriate values for the gain variables have 
been selected so that the unit functions properly as a 
collinarity detector, the unit is said to be calibrated. 
The following sections will show how, by using the 
subunits responses only and without using any knowl- 
edge about the subunits parameters, a simple process 
can iteratively update the gain values, until the unit 
become correctly calibrated. We will first present an 
abstract mathematical formulation of the calibration 
scheme and then apply the results to the collinearity 
detector. 

2.4. I Proportional Multi-Gain Adjustment. The calibra- 
tion scheme which we will use is an extension of a 
scheme called proportional gain adjustment proposed by 
Ullman and Schechtman (1982) for calibrating a single 
variable system. The scheme is extended below to a 
multi-variable system. 

Consider a system of the form: Y = GX - S where 
Y, S and G are row vectors ( 1 x n) and X is a matrix 
(n • n). The components x~ of the matrix X and s~ of 
the vector S are random variables, and together they 
constitute the input to the system. The components g~ 
of the vector G are the adjustable gain factors and the 
components Yi of the vector Y are the system output. In 
a more explicit form, a given output y~ is given by: 
y~ = ~ gjxji - s~. That is, each output is a linear combi- 
nation of the inputs xo, and can also be influenced by 
another random factor s~ (such as noise). The system is 
said to be calibrated when the gain factors in the vector 
G are adjusted so that Y, the time average of the output 
vector, is the zero vector. Clearly, the desired value of G 
is such that d E ( X )  = E(S) (where E(S) and E(X)  are 
the expectation of S and X and G is the time average of 
G). 

If the matrix E(X) is positive definite and the 
variance of the vector S is finite, then a simple updating 
process, called "proportional multi-gain adjustment" can 
be used to obtain this desired value for the gain factor 
G. The process proceeds by adjusting the value of G, 
following each sample of the input X and S according 
to the formula: G *-- G + 6(S - GX). 

It may be useful to examine this updating process in 
a more expanded notation. The system has n outputs yl 
(I ~< i ~< n). Taking the first one y~ as an example, 
y~ = glxt t  -k g 2 x 2 1  + "  " " + g n X n l  - -  S l .  A t  each time step 

(a presentation of a stimulus) the system produces an 
output value y, given xi~ (1 ~< i ~< n) and s,. In the 
calibrated system, the average of y~ should be zero. If in 
this particular time step, y~ > 0 then the value of g~ 
(and g~ only) is decreased somewhat, in proportion to 
the instantaneous value of y~. Conversely, if y~ < 0, 
then g~ is incremented slightly. It was shown by UUman 
and Schechtmann (1982) that for a single gain system 
this updating scheme will converge to the desired value 
of g~. Here, in the multi-gain system, the situation is 
considerably more complicated, since each of the out- 
put variables yi depends simultaneously on all of the 
gain factor g~.. Changing, for example g~ as stated above 
according to the observed value of y~, will also affect 
the future values of Yi for i # 1. It is not clear therefore, 
that this simple updating scheme will result in the 
simultaneous convergence to the desired values for all 
the gain variables in the vector G. 

It turns out, however, that under the constraints 
that the expectation matrix E(X)  is positive definite, the 
variance of S is finite, and 6 is a sufficiently small 
constant, the average value of the vector G will con- 
verge with probability one to E ( S ) E ( X ) - k  This result 
is formally stated and proved as the multi-gain adjust- 
ment theorem in Appendix 1. 

2.4.2 The Collinearity Detector Calibration. In Sect. 2.3 
we have shown what are the appropriate values of the 
three gain variables (g2, g3 and gt) such that the system 
will function as a proper collinearity detector. Using the 
"proportional multi-gain adjustment" this can be ob- 
tained by defining three (stochastic) linear equations in 
the three gain variables such that the solution to these 
equations will give the desired values of the three gain 
variables and the expectation of the matrix formed by 
these equations will be positive definite. The system will 
then converge with time to the correct values of the 
gain variables. 

We assume that the only known values used by the 
system are the subunit responses but not any of the 
subunits parameters. The three linear Eqs. in g2, g3 and 
g6 (3) use the subunits parameters (ai and bi) and 
therefore cannot be used directly for calibrating the 
system. To obtain the necessary equations we choose 
three subregions of the rectangular detector in such a 
manner that the average collinearity offset of the stimuli 
within each region is zero. In this manner it is possible 
to obtain three independent linear Eqs. in g2, g3 and g~ 
that imply the linear Eqs. in (3). 

Let d be the rectangle width. We will define three 
different subregions as follows: 

[a] Right-diagonal: d/2 < x < d, 0 < y < d, 
O < z  <d/2.  

/b] Left-diagonal: 0 < x < d/2, 0 < y < d, 
d/2 < z  <d.  

[c] Right-hand: d/2 < x < d, d/2 < y < d, 
d/2 < z < d. 

denote by xa, xb and xc three random variables that are 
equal to the random variable x if the stimulus is in 
region a, b or c respectively. Similar notation is used for 
the variables y and z. 
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The following three linear Eqs. in g2, g3 and g6, 
have the same solution as (3) but, at the same time, 
use quantities that depend only upon the response of 
the main unit in the three subregions: 

Str(x a ,ya ,z~) = 0 

the distribution of the collinearity offset). In particular, 
the simulations show the number of stimuli needed to 
obtain a calibration of the system. The domain is 
divided in this scheme into three regions, and each 
region calibrates a single gain variable using a simple 
updating rule. 

Str(xb,yb,Zb ) = 0 

S t r ( x c , y c , Z c )  = 0 

(4) 

2 .43  Summary o f  the Updating Rule. To obtain a cali- 
brated collinearity detector the three gain variables are 
adjusted according to the following simple formulas: 

g2*-- 

g2 -- 6 Str(x,y,z) 

g2 

if x, y and z are in the 

fight-diagonal region. 

otherwise. 

g3 4-- l 
g3 - ~ Str(x,y,z) 

g3 

if x, y and z are in the 

left-diagonal region 

otherwise. 

g6 - -  ~ Str(x,y,z) if x, y and z are in the 

g6 *-  right-hand region 

g6 otherwise. 

We assume that there is an independent region detec- 
tion process which detects whether a three dot stimu- 
lus is in one of the three subregions defined above. 
Each of the gains is adjusted independently following 
every input. The adjustment is controlled by the out- 
put of the region detection process which functions as 
an on-off gating. When these updating rules are used, 
the values of the three gain variables will converge 
with probability one to the solution of the three linear 
Eqs. (4) or equivalently (3) (a proof is given in Ap- 
pendix 2). When the gain variables have achieved these 
final values, the main unit will function as a proper 
collinearity detector as described in Sect. (2.3). The 
scheme defined in this manner will therefore function 
as a self-calibrating collinearity detector. 

In Appendix 3 we suggest how the collinearity 
detector can be modified to include a region detection 
process. The modified system uses again the propor- 
tional gain adjustment scheme to achieve higher accu- 
racy of the region detector. 

3 Simulation of the Collinearity Detector 

In this section we present simulation results of the 
collinearity detector. The simulations show the conver- 
gence of the gain variables for different response func- 
tions of the subunits, the dependence of the 
convergence on different values of 6 (the step size 
parameter of the updating rule) and or (the variance of 

3.1 Simulation Method 

A program has been written to simulate the collinear- 
ity detector. Given six subunits, the program simulates 
the updating of the three gain variables (g2, g3 and g6) 
following each stimulus in a sequence of 10,000- 
60,000 random stimuli. The updating is performed ac- 
cording to the formulas in Sect. 2.4.3. The input 
parameters are the slopes (a;) and intercepts (b~) of 
each of the six subunits, the step size, 6, of the up- 
dating formula, and the variance, o, of the stimuli 
colllnearity offset (assumed to have a Gaussian 
distribution). 

The program proceeds by randomly choosing three 
dots in the following manner. The distance of the top 
dot from the top-left subunit (x), and the bottom dot 
from the bottom-left subunit (z), are randomly chosen 
with uniform probability in the range 0 to 100. The 
distance of the center dot from the center-left subunit 
(y) is a Gaussian distribution with the mean (x + z)/2 
and the variance o. The program uses the three dots as 
the three dot stimulus if y satisfies 0 ~ y <~ 100, other- 
wise a new set of three dots is chosen. 

In all the simulations presented below, we used 
= 10 -s and or = 20 unless specified otherwise. 

For demonstrating the system performance we rep- 
resent for each simulation the following plot (for ex- 
ample Fig. 4a). The location of the six subunits is 
marked with triangles. Two sets of three dots are 
marked: filled circles and empty circles show a three 
dot stimulus that the system detects as collinear before 
and after the calibration run, respectively (i.e. the 
main-unit gave a zero response for these stimuli). 

3.2 Simulation Results and Conclusions 

The scheme converges so that the gain variables have 
their correct values (solution of Eqs. 3) for a wide 
range of conditions. When the system reaches the cali- 
bration values, it remains calibrated provided that 6 is 
within the appropriate bounds. 

The system can overcome incorrect initial values of 
the gain variables. This can be seen in the simulation 
shown in Fig. 4. The linear response of the subunits 
were all identical, but, because of the choice of the 
gain values, the unit incorrectly detects as collinear the 
three filled dots in Fig. 4a. After 30,000 stimuli the 
system becomes well calibrated, and response to the 
three dots marked by empty circles in Fig. 4a as 
collinear. Figure 4b shows the gain values (g2, g3, gt) 
as a function of the number of stimuli presented to the 
system. They converge to stable (and correct) final 
values. 
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Number of stimuli 

Fig. 4 a,b. Simulation of  the three dot  scheme, with identical subunits  
parameters but  initial different gain values, a Two sets of  three dot  
stimuli that the system detects as colinear before (filled) and after 
(empty) the calibration process, b The values of  the updated gain 
factors, g2, g3 and g6 as a function of  the number  of  stimuli presented. 
The initial gain values are: gl = 0.8, g2 = 1.3, g3 = 1, g4 = 0.8, g5 = 1.5 
and g 6 =  1.8. The gain factors converge to the values g 2 =  1.18, 
g3 = 1.06 and g6 = 0.49 

The system can also overcome differences in the 
subunit parameters (the slopes (ai) and intercept (bi)) 
This can be seen in Fig. 5. Figure 5a shows the initial 
response functions of the six subunits. Figure 5b com- 
pares three dots configurations detected as collinear 
before (filled circles) and after (empty circles) the cali- 
bration. 

The convergence of the gain values depends on the 
values of the step size 6. For larger values of 6 the 
convergence is faster and more oscillatory than for 
smaller values (Fig. 6a). Convergence can be obtained 
for a large range of 6 (see appendix 1). A constant 
value of 6 = 1 x 10 -5 was used for all simulations 
presented in this paper. The convergence of the gain 
values depend only marginally on the variance of the 
stimul i collinearity offset presented to the system within 
the examined range of 10-40. (see Fig. 6b). 

3.3 Adaptation and Aftereffect 

The calibration process depends on the average 
collinearity offset of the stimuli sequence presented to 
the system. Figure 7 shows the behavior of a collinear- 
ity detector that starts from a calibrated states, when 
presented with a stimuli sequence in which the average 
collinearity offset was different from zero ( -  20). The 
system recalibrates itself in such a manner that eventu- 
ally detects as collinear three dot configurations with 
collinearity offset equal to the average offset presented 
to the system. Figure 7a shows the detected collinearity 
of three dot following 600 iterations, and Figure 7b 
following 20,000 iterations. This behavior of the system 
is in agreement with adaptation and aftereffect phenom- 
ena (Gibson 1933). The repeated presentation of curved 
stimuli causes curved lines to be perceived as straight 
and straight lines as curved in the opposite direction. 
Gibson suggested that, provided the curvature is not 
too large, the final tendency is to perceive the mean 
curvature as straight. 

The number of stimuli required for the system to 
calibrate itself to a proper detector in the above simula- 
tions is in the range of 10,000-30,000. This number is 
discussed in Sect. 7 below. 

200~ 0. 

A 

O ~ ' \ "~ I 
O 50 IOO 150 
Stimulus distance from 

left sub-unit  

�9 @ �9 

Fig. 5 a,b. Simulation of  the three dot  scheme with six different subunit  
parameters,  a The response function o f  the left (solid fines) and  right 
(dotted lines) subunits  are plotted as function o f  the distance of  a dot  
st imulus from the left subunit. The subunits  parameters are: 
a I = - 1.5, a 2 = 0.75, a3 = - 1.8, a 4 = - 1.3, a 5 = - 1.3, a6 = - 0 . 8  and 
bl = 155, b2 = l l0 ,  b3 = 190, b4 = 140, b s = 120, b 6 = 150. b Two sets 
o f  three-dot stimuli that  the system detects as colinear before (filled) 
and after (empty) the calibration process 

O i l ; r  ' "~ ~ 

~> ~o hO 
c 

c 

0 1 I I I 0 
0 30000 60000 0 20000 40000 
Number of stimuli Number of stimuli 

Fig. 6 a. The convergence of  the gain factor g2 for two different values 
o f  6. For larger values o f  6 (5-  10 -5) the initial convergence is faster 
but  it is more oscillatory than the s tandard value 6 = 1 0  -5.  
b The convergence of  the gain factor g2 for three different values o f  
o (10, 20, 40). The gain factors convergence is only slightly affected by 
the different a values 

i �9 

�9 G �9 b 

Fig. 7 s,b. Adaptat ion and after effects: the collinearity offset was 
chosen with a Gauss ian distribution with a mean  - 2 0 .  The system 
starts from a calibrated state. FiRed circles in both a and b are 
three-dot configurations detected initially as collinear. Unfilled circles 
are configurations detected as collinear after 600(a) and 20,000(b) 
stimuli 



4 Relaxing the Collinearity Detector 

In this section we will mention some of  the scheme's 
constraints that can be relaxed without impairing the 
scheme performance significantly. 

4.1 Subunits Locations 

The subunits in the collinearity detector were assumed 
to be located by six specific locations within a rectangu- 
lar area. What happens if the subunits are displaced 
from their ideal location? We will consider two di- 
rections of  displacement separately: horizontal and 
vertical. 

A vertically displaced system is a system in which 
the center pair of  its subunits is not equally distant 
from the top and bot tom pairs. By using the same 
updating rules as in the ideal system (Sect. 2), it can be 
proved that the collinearity detector will perform prop- 
erly, despite the vertical displacement of  its subunits. 
The only difference between the ideal and displaced 
system will be in the final gain values to which the 
system converges. 

A horizontally displaced system is a system in which 
one or more of  its subunits are displaced in the horizon- 
tal direction. A horizontally displaced system is less 
precise in detecting collinearity compared to the ideal 
system. However, for reasonably large displacements of  
the subunits, the error introduced to the system is 
marginal. For  example in Fig. 8, the displacement is of  
30% of  the distance between the pair of  subunits, d, the 
final error in the detection of  collinear configuration is 
small. 

We conclude that a vertically displaced system can 
perform as well as the ideal system. A horizontally 
displaced system cannot be perfectly calibrated, but the 
system is fairly immune to such noise. 

4.2 Continuous Line Stimulus 

The collinearity detector detects the collinearity of  three 
dot stimulus. We would like the system to detect also 
straightness of  a continuous line stimulus. In order to 
consider such a system we must extend the definition of  
the subunit response functions to a line stimulus. A 
number of  generalization are possible, we consider here 
briefly one possibility. A line can be regarded as a set of  
dots. The response of  a subunit to a line can be defined 
as the summation of  the subunit response to the dots 
constructing the line. In this case, the response of  a 
subunit to a continuous line will depend on the shape of  
its receptive field. A natural extension is to define the 
receptive field of  the subunit to be elliptical with the 
major axis aligned with the line connecting a pair of  
subunits (see Fig. 9). I f  the minor axis of  the ellipse is 
small compared to the major one then the response 
function of  the subunits will be approximately linear in 
the distance of  the line from the subunit. A simulation 
of  the system given line stimuli shows that the calibra- 
tion process performs well, and the calibrated system 
detects correctly continuous line segment, 
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Fig. 8. The effect of a subunit displacement: The system functions 
well although one of its subunits (u4) is displaced 30% of the 
distance between �9 pair of subunits. (c) The filled and empty circles 
show three dot configurations detected by the system as colinear 
before and after the calibration process (30,000 iterations) respec- 
tively. The calibration is almost perfect despite displacement of the 
subunit 

Fig. 9. Elliptic receptive field of the six subunits 
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Fig. 10 ~b. Nonlinear response functions: �9 The left (solid line) and 
right (dotted line) subunit responses as function of the distance of a 
dot stimulus from the left subunit, b The filled and empty circles show 
three dot configurations detected by the system as colinear before and 
after the calibration process respectively 

4.3 The Linearity of the Subunits Responses 

The response of  the subunits to a dot stimulus was 
assumed to be a linear function in the stimulus distance 
from its center (Sect. 2). This is a necessary constraint 
on the subunits in order for the system to operate 
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properly. If the deviations are not too large, however, 
the system calibrates itself to perform well despite the 
non-linearity of its subunits. Figure 10a shows the 
nonlinear response of the subunits. Figure 10b com- 
pares three dots configurations detected as collinear 
before (filled circles) and after (empty circles) the cali- 
bration. 

4.4 The Main Unit Response Function 

In the collinearity detector we have assumed that the 
contribution of the center subunits to the main unit is 
multiplied by the constant 2. Such a constant may be 
difficult to represent exactly in a biological system. It 
turns out, however, that the use of such a constant is 
not required. The scheme converges just as well without 
the use of this constant. 

We conclude that the calibration process of the 
collinearity detector is robust. Considerable variations 
in the detector's parameters have only a slight effect on 
its final performance. 

5 General Straight Line Detector 

We have considered so far a single collinearity detector. 
To detect straight lines of different positions and orien- 
tations it is possible to cover the field with multiple 
local detectors. The straightness of lines that are longer 
than the basic unit can be verified by some kind of an 
integration process of the basic unit responses. For 
psychophysical evidence regarding integration in detect- 
ing straightness see Andrews et al. (1973). 

It is also possible to have basic units of different 
scales, using different distances between the subunits. 
There is some psychophysical evidence (Wilson 1985) 
that the mechanisms responsible for curvature discrimi- 
nation are both orientation and spatial-frequency selec- 
tive. The mechanism suggested above for detecting 
straightness is also oriented and spatial-frequency selec- 
tive. The spatial-frequency is determined by the dis- 
tances between pairs of subunits, and the orientation 
selectivity is determined by the basic unit receptive field 
orientation. 

Without attempting to solve the full integration 
problem, we have simulated one possible integration 
process. The process assumes that a line (up to a given 
length) is covered by collinearity detectors in the fol- 
lowing manner. The first detector determines the 
collinearity of the two end points and the mid point of 
the line. Then, each half of the line segment is covered 
by another detector. Smaller units can be used again 
within each half. The overall number of units used will 
be determined with the required resolution, i.e. the 
deviation from straightness that must be detected. The 
line is detected as straight if all the detectors which are 
covering the line detect collinearity. 

The simulated results of such scheme are presented 
in Fig. 2. The initial parameters of the subunits were 
chosen randomly within certain range (Appendix 2). 
The line shown in Fig. 2a was detected as straight by 

the uncalibrated system. Following the calibration pro- 
cess, the system detects as straight the line in Fig. 2b. 

We will not discuss here further problems related to 
the integration process, such as the length over which 
integration takes place, the effect of nearby contours, 
etc. The simulation results suggest, however, that the 
elementary detectors can be used to determine the 
straightness of extended lines. 

6 Considerations Regarding Neural Implementation 

This section sketches a possible general implementation 
of the collinearity detector scheme in neuron-like terms. 
The goal is not to model any known mechanism in 
details but merely to suggest that a scheme of this type 
can have feasible biological implementations. 

The scheme consists of a main unit fed by six 
subunits. Each subunits has a gain variable associate 
with its response. Each of the scheme's units could be 
implemented by a single neuron. The six cells that 
implement the six subunits are then summated into the 
main neuron. The gain variables in that case, might 
correspond to the synaptic strengths of these neurons. 

Of the six subunit neurons, three are excitatory and 
three are inhibitory according to the subunit contribu- 
tion to the main unit in the scheme (positive or nega- 
tive). The response function of the scheme's subunits 
should be approximately linear in the dot's distance 
from the subunit center. Such linear response function 
of cells have been described by Rose and Blakemore 
(1974) and by Zipser and Anderson (1988). 

In the scheme, the output of the main unit is zero 
when the three dots are exactly coUinear, it is positive 
or negative depending on the curvature direction 
(collinearity offset). In biological terms the resting ac- 
tivity level of the main unit cell might correspond to a 
zero response of the main unit in the mathematical 
model. The activity of the main unit cell will increase or 
decrease depending on the relations between the excita- 
tory and inhibitory inputs. An increasing or decreasing 
of the main unit cell response will correspond to a 
negative or positive response of the main unit in the 
model. An alternative possibility is to use two comple- 
mentary units (one represents the positive values and 
the other the negative ones). Collinearity is indicated by 
equal outputs of these two units. 

The computation suggested by this scheme requires 
only simple updating of the connection strengths based 
on local signals. The updating of the gain variables in 
the neuron-like system corresponds to a modification of 
the synaptic strength of the three excitatory neurons. 

The synaptic strength modification according to our 
scheme, depends on the main unit's response and the 
region within which the stimulus falls. Therefore, the 
synaptic modification should depend on the post-synap- 
tic signal combined with some gating that depends 
upon the activated sub-region. The excitatory synapses 
can be modified according to the main-unit neuron 
response (post-synaptic neuron). The gating for this 
modification should be controlled by another neuron, 



the region detector. There is considerable evidence for 
synaptic modification based on local activity, including 
both increasing in synaptic efficiency (Nicoll et al. 1988) 
and decreased efficiency (Starton and Sejnowski 1989). 
Evidence for the existing of a gating process in a 
synaptic modification was described by Kandel et al. 
(1983). 

7 Temporal Aspects 

The simulations show that 10,000-30,000 stimuli were 
required for the system to calibrate itself (with 

= 10-s). From a computational standpoint this num- 
ber might seem large. However, a calibration process of 
the type described here should not be too fast, other- 
wise it would depend too strongly on recent stimuli. 
The calibration scheme has been formulated in terms of 
discrete steps with gain adjustment following each step. 
In trying to compare the scheme's rate of convergence 
with psychophysical data regarding the rate of adapta- 
tion to curved lines, a question arises as to what may be 
considered the equivalent of a single time step. We 
consider below three possibilities: 
I. A stimulus in the scheme corresponds to the interval 
between saccadic eye movement, since each eye move- 
ment replaces the old stimulus with a new one (assum- 
ing sufficiently dense input). There are roughly three eye 
movements per second, therefore the basic frequency of 
the updating may be taken as 3 s. 
2. A stimulus in the scheme corresponds to the integra- 
tion time in the visual system, which can be taken as 
roughly 100 ms. In this case the updating frequency is 
about 10 s. 
3. The updating rate in the scheme corresponds to the 
rate of neural impulses received by the neurons per- 
forming the updating. In this case the updating fre- 
quency may be taken as about 30 s. 

According to Gibson (Gibson 1933) a full adapta- 
tion to curvature requires a few hours of adaptation. 
The simulations show that 25,000 stimuli are required 
for full "adaptation" of the scheme. According to the 
above analysis 25,000 stimuli correspond to between 15 
to 150 min in a biological system. In psychophysical 
experiments, a minute or two of adaptation are suffi- 
cient to produce small aftereffect. The scheme shows a 
measurable "aftereffect" after a few hundreds stimuli 
(Fig. 7a). It seems, in conclusion, that from the point of 
view of convergence rate, the scheme is not too slow 
compared with the psychophysical data. It might in fact 
be somewhat too fast, but it can be slowed down by 
taking a smaller updating step (6). 

8 Summary and Conclusions 

A self calibrating scheme has been described for detect- 
ing coUinearity and curvature direction of three dot 
stimulus. The scheme can be modified to determine 
straightness and curvature direction of straight lines. 
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The system detects the curvature of lines of different 
orientations and locations within a rectangular area in 
the visual field, by using a relatively small number of 
simple neuron-like units. It offers, therefore, an eco- 
nomical way of detecting the straightness of lines. 

The system incorporates an error correcting mecha- 
nism. It handles errors due to displacements of the 
system's subunits and the variability in the tuning 
curves and gain values of the individual subunits. The 
error correction is performed by a self calibration pro- 
cess, the proportional multi-gain adjustment. 

The calibrated system detects the collinearity of a 
three dot stimulus with high accuracy compared to the 
initial accuracy of the system. A self-calibrating scheme 
of this type may be relevant to hyperacuity phenomena 
in tasks such as three dot alignment and straightness 
detection (Andrews 1967). The system is affected by the 
average of the collinearity offset of stimuli presented to 
it (the curvature of the stimuli in the continues case). 
As a result, the system has an adaptive behavior for 
curvature which is in general agreement with psycho- 
physical phenomena (Gibson 1933). 

It is reasonable to expect that other mechanisms in 
the visual system that make precise judgments of spatial 
locations (such as parallelism, angle comparison, etc.) 
need to have some kind of error correcting mechanisms 
as well. The same calibration process, proportional 
multi-gain adjustment, may be applied to these domains 
by using other statistical regularities of the input. For 
example, a system which detects parallel lines might use 
the principle that the average relative orientation of 
lines is zero (parallel lines). 

Finally, the simplicity and power of the propor- 
tional multi-gain adjustment scheme raises the possibil- 
ity that a scheme of this general type may be 
incorporated in some form in biological visual systems. 

Appendix 1: The Multi Gain Adjustment Theorem 

Let X be a random matrix (n x n) with expectation 
E(X), such that E(X) is a positive definite matrix (E(X) 
satisfies yE(X)yr> 0 for every vector y). X. is a series 
of independent samplings of X. Let S be a random 
vector (1 x n) such that var(S) is finite. S. is a series of 
independent samplings of S (which may be dependent 
on X~). G is a vector ( 1 x n) of gain variables with the 
initial value Go. Define Y~ to be the random vector 
Y~ = G~X. - S.. G is updated following each sample of 
X. and S~ according to the rule: 

~.+, = c .  + ~ ( s .  - ~ . x . )  (5) 

where 6 is a constant that satisfies: 

(a) 0 < 6 <~ 1/2[IE(X )ll 

(b) < l/ll E(X) 112ll(E(X) + E(x)') -'ll (6) 

(c) IIE(xX')II < 1/II(E(X) + E(X) ' ) - '  II 
The norm we use for a matr ix A is the operator norm, 
i.e. IIAII = max{ l lxAI I ,  Ilxll = 1}. N o t e  that 
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E(X) + E(X) r is a positive definite matrix because 
E(X) is a positive definite matrix. Therefore 
I] (E(X) + E(X) 7) -,]] is finite. Let GN and ~. denote the 
average of G. and Y. (0 ~< n ~< ( N -  1)) respectively. 
Then: 

I N - I  
(a) GN = ~ E_o G. , E(S)E(X) - '  

~-. o0 (7) 
1 N--I 

(b) f u = ~ V  ~ = o G . X . - S  . N_.oo, O 

The convergence is almost everywhere i.e. with proba- 
bilty one (strong convergence). 

Proof. GN can be rewritten as: 

I N - !  =N\.=oI(~' ) N .~o G. G.X.  E ( X ) - '  

1 --\(N- , -- E(X))_) E(X) - -1  ( 8 )  - 7~ .~=o G.(X. 

It will be sufficient to show that, with probability one: 
1N--I  

(a)-~ ~., G.X.  , E(S) 
. ~ 0 N - - - *  o o  

1 N--I (9)  
(b) ~[ ~ G.(X. - E(X)) ,0  

n = O N - - . , ,  o o  

To prove 9a and b we will use the following two claims 
(their proof will be given latter): 
Claim 1. sup ([[E(G.)11 < oo. 

Claim 2. sup (E(IIG. I1~)) < ~ .  

Proof of  9a. The update rule of G. (given in 5) can be 
rewritten as G. + 1 - G. = fi S. - fi G.X..  By summing 
both sides of  this Eq. from n = 0 to n = (N - 1) and 
dividing it by N we obtain: 

1 N - 1  1 N-1 
GN - Go _ fi S, - fi = G,,X, (10) 

The claim would be established if GN/N--* 0 and 
N--I ( l /N)  ~ . = 0  S . ~ E ( S ) ,  as N ~ o o  with probability 

one. Using the Borel-Canteli lemma and claim 2 it can 
be shown that GN/N ~ 0  as N - .  oo with probability 
one. By using the strong law of large numbers it can be 

N--1 shown that 1/N ~ . = o  S. ~ E ( S )  as N--* oo with proba- 
bility one. Therefore 10 implies that 9a holds. 

Proof of  9b. Consider the sequences that consist of the 
i-th component of each vector in the sequence 
{G.(X. - E ( X ) ) } . .  Each of these sequences is a martin- 
gale difference because, for given XI . . . . .  X ._ l ,  
E(G.(X. - E(X))) = E(G.)E(X - E(X)) = 0 (X. is 
independent of G. and XI . . . .  , X._ 1). For such a 

N--1 sequence the sum 1 / N ~ . = o  G . ( X . - E ( X ) ) ~ O  as 
N ~ oo with probability one under the condition that 
the second moment of each element in the sequence is 
bounded independently of n (Feller 1966, chap VII). 
Denote the i-th component of a vector V as Vtq. 
According to Claim 2, there exists an M such that 
E( [[G~ l[ 2) ,< M. Which implies: 

E((G.(X. - E(X)))~q) <. E( II(G.(/. - E(X)))[I 2) 
-< E( IIG. II=)e( II(x. - E f X ) )  I[ ~) 

.< g E(  U(X. - e ( x ) )  I[~) 

i.e. the second moment is bounded and therefore 9b 
holds. 

Proof o f  Claim 1. According to the updating rule 
(given in 5): 

G.+ ~ = G.(I  - fiX.) + fi(S.). The variable X. is inde- 
pendent of  the variables G~ (0~<i ~<n) therefore: 
E(G.+ ~) = E(G.)(I - fiE(X)) + fiE(S). Using this re- 
cursive relation we get: 

E(G. +1) = Go(I - fiE(X)) "+ '  

+ fiE(S) ~ (I - fiE(X))' (11) 
i=O 

The norm of 11: 

IIE(G.+,)U ~ IIGoll I I ( / - f i E ( X ) ) [ I  "+' 

+fi[IE(S)[I ~ [l(I-fiE(X))[]' (12) 
i=0 

i f  II(l - fiE(X))[I < 1 then IIe(G. + ,)I[ is b o u n d e d  by 
the sum of a convergent geometric series and a term 
which is bounded by IIG01[. In order to finish the proof 
of the claim, we will show that II(I - fiE(X))II < l.  Let 
E(X) s = E(X) + E(X) r. 

[[(1 - fiE(X))I[ 2 = I1(I-  6 .  E(x) ) ( I  - fiE(X))r][ 

= [l(I - f i E ( X :  + fi~E(X)E(X)')I[ 

-< lift - fiE(X) ~) II + f i q E ( X )  [I s (13)  

( I -  fiE(X) s) is a symmetric matrix therefore, by the 
operator norm property, we obtain: 

[[(I - fiE(X)s)II = m a x ~  A( 1 _fE(x)s) (IAI) 

= maxa ~ aE~x)s(I 1 - fi2 [) 

= max( 1 - 6 min k ~ ar~x)s(2), 

fi maxa~ aE~x).(2) - 1) (14) 

where A A = {,~.1). is an eigenvalue of the matrix A}. 
By assumption 6a on fi together with the fact 

IIE(X)Sll -< 2NE(X)[I we obtain: 

fi max ( 2 )  - 1 ~< fi IlE(X)Sll- 1 
~ arex) s 1 (15) 

"< 2lIE(x)I[  - IIE(X)sU - 1 .< 0 

E(X) s is a symmetric matrix, therefore according to the 
operator norm properties, minO)=l/ll(E(X)~)-ll] 
where the min is over all 2 ~ Ae~x)s. From 13, 14, 15 we 
obtain: 

1 
I[ (I - fiE(X)) II~ -< 1 - fi II(E(X) s)_,ll + fi 2lIe(x) II ~ (16) 

From 6b and 16 we obtain [ [ ( I -  f iE(X))l l  < l indepen- 
dently of n and therefore IIZ(G.+,)ll is bounded. 
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Proof o f  Claim 2. Let b. = 6 ( I -  6 X~)S r. By the 
vector's norm definition: 

IIG.+III2=G.+,Gr.+, 

= (G. f f  - 6X.)  + 6(S. ) )  

x (G,,(I - 6X,,) + 6(S.)) r (17) 

-6X. +6 X.X.)G. = G . ( I  s 2 T r 

+b,,G,, + I12 

x .  and S. are independent of G., therefore the expecta- 
tion of IIG.+ 111 ~ can be computed in two steps: first, 
according to the variables X. and S. (Exs) and second, 
according to the variable G. (E+). Now, E(IIG.+,/I ~) 
can be written as: E(IIG.+, II 2) = E~(exs(llG.+, ID). 
The expactation of IIG~+, II, according to the variables 
X and S: 

E~s( IIG. +, II =) = G.(I - rE(X:)  + 6 2 E(XX1))GT n 
T T 2 + G,,e(b,,) +e(b , , )G .  +6  e(lls. II =) 

~< IIG. I lq(I -  r e ( x )  s + 6=e(xx~))  II 

+ GnZ(b.) + e(br)Gr. + 6~E(IIs. ]l 2) 
The expectation of IIG.+, I1~: 

E~(E~s(lIG~+ , II=)) 
E( IIG~ II =) U(/- r E ( x )  s + 6=E(xxg)U 

+ E(~)E(b.) + E(b.~)e(GD + 6~E(IIS. [I 2) (18) 
e( IIc. II ~) II(t - r E ( x )  $ + 6:e(xx~))U 

+ 2 IIE(G~)II IIE(b.)II + 6=E( IIs. II =) 
IIE(b,) 1] and E( IIs. II =) are constant. According to claim 
l, IIe(G.)ll is bounded too. Therefore there exists a 
constant M such that M > 2UE(G,)UIIE(b,)II + 
62E(1 $1]2). This together with 18 implies: E(IIG.+, I?) 
<~ E( G, 2) ( I -  rE(X)  s + 62E(XXr))l[ + M. As in 
claim 1, using the recursive relation in the formula 
above, it is sufficient to prove that U l - t E ( X ) S +  
62E(XXr)[I <1 in order to show that E(IIG~+I II ~) is 
bounded. The proof of that is similar to the one in 
claim 1 using this time 6a and 6c: 

11I - rE(X) s + 62E(XX ~) 11 
~< II/- 6E(X)sl] + 62lIE(xX~) I[ 

1 
= l - 6  II(E(X)~)_,I I + b2llE(XXr)}l < 1 

Appendix 2: The Collinearity Calibration Scheme Con- 
vergence 

The updating rule for the three (out of six) gain vari- 
ables has been formulated in Sect. 2.4.3. This section 
proves the strong convergence (with probability one) of 
the average gain variables to the solution of (3). Three 
gain variables, g~, g4 and g5 are not updated, therefore 
gT.+~=g7 for i = 1, 4, 5. The sequences of the three 
updated gain variables according to the updating rule 
(Sect. 2.4.3) are: 

g] + 1 = g[ _ 6 Str(x~, ya, z~) 

g,j  + 1 = g,~ _ 6 S t r ( x b ,  Yb ,  Zb ) (19) 

gg+ ~ = gg - 6 Str(x~, y~, z~) 

where x~, Yi, zi e {a, b, c} are the random variables 
defined in Sect. 2.4.2. 

The updating formulas 19 can be rewritten in ma- 
trix notation. Let us first define the vector 

n n n = [gl, g4, gs]" The Gn=[g2, g3,g6] and the vector S" " " " 
matrices: 

/ /A2 (Xan) //2(Xg) U2(Xc n) 
X"=I2u3(y]) 2u3(yg) 2u3(y:)) 

\ u~(zD ut(zg) u6(zT) / 

[ u,(x".) u,(x~) . , ( x " )  \ 
r"=|Zu,(y.") 2,,(yZ) 2~,(y")l 

\ u~(z"~) u~(zg) u~(z~) / 
where ui are the subunit response functions defined in 
(1). 

The updating rule in a matrix notation is as follows: 
G" + ~ = G" - 6(G"X" - S"T~). Using the multi-gain ad- 
justment theorem (Appendix 1), it is sufficient to show 
that the matrix E(X") is positive definite. Then the 
average values of the gain vector G" strongly converge 
to E(S"T")E(X") - t 

The variables in the X matrix are xi, yi and zi 
(i ~ {a, b, c}). The expectation of these variables are 
E(xo) = ~d, e(xb) = �88 E(xc) = �88 E(yo) = �89 
E(yb) = �89 E(yc) = ~d, E(za) = �88 E(Zb) = �88 
E(z~)=�88 By substituting these values in the 
matixE(X) we obtain: 

I /dd2~-b2 3da2"~b2 /d~24"b2 1 
E(X) = /2(~da3 + b3) 2(�89 + b3) 2(~da3 + b3) J L ~ 6 + b 6  ~ , + b ~  ~ , + b ~  
The following claim proof that for a large domain of 
the subunits parameters the matrix E(x) is positive 
definite and therefore the scheme will converge for such 
subunits. 

Claim. The matrix E(X) is positive definite for every ai 
and bt (i e {2, 3, 6}) in the range - 1.7 ~< ai ~< - 1 and 
-aid<~bi <~-a id+�88  (this numbers were chosen to 
make the domain large and still allow us to establish 
the positive definiteness of E(x)). 

Proof. The matrix E(X) is positive definite iff its 
symmetric part, S f f i �89  z) is positive 
definite. A symmetric matrix is positive definite iff all 
of its eigenvalues are positive. The eigenvalues of a 
matrix are the roots of its characteristic polynomial. 
Therefore it is sufficient to show that the roots of the 
characteristic polynomial of the matrix S are positive 
for every ai and bi, (i ~ {2, 3, 6}) in the domain defined 
above. 

Denote by p(x) =po x3 - t - p l x  2 -l-p2 x + P3 the char- 
acteristic polynomial of  the matrix ( E ( X ) +  E(X)Z)/2. 
The matrix ( E ( X ) + E ( X ) r ) / 2  is symmetric therefore 
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p(x) has three real roots (2,, 22,/~3)" In order to prove 
that all the roots of p(x) are positive it is sufficient to 
show that: 
(a) Po is positive (implies that p ( -  ~ ) ~  - ~ )  
(b) P3 is negative (implies that p(0) < 0). 
(c) P2 is positive (implies that p'(0) > 0). 
(d) p~ is negative (implies that p"(0) < 0 and therefore 
p'(x) > 0 for every x < 0). 

P0 is a positive number but p~, P2 and P3 are 
polynomials in the variables ai and bi (i ~ {2, 3, 6}). 

Now, we have to show that (b)-(d) holds for every 
ai and bi in the domain defined above. For convenience 
we substitute the variables a~ and b;, in the characteris- 
tic polynomial of the matrix S by the variables x~ 
(1 ~< i ~< 6) in the following way: a2 = -Xl ,  
a 3 = - -  1 - x2, a 6 = - 1 - x3, b2 = (1 + xl)d + x4, 
b 3 = ( l  + x2)d + x5, b t = ( l  + x3)d + x 6. The domain 
of the new variables is now: 0 ~< x~ ~< 7/10, 0 ~< x2 <~ 7/ 
10, 0~<x 3 ~< 7/10, 0~<x4~< 1/4, 0<~Xs~< 1/4, 0~<xt~< 1/ 
4. 

We have used the following lemma (which is easy to 
prove): Let q(xl . . . . .  xn) be a polynomial in which 
each variable appears with power ~< 2. We show that 
q(xl , .  �9  xn) < 0 in the region defined by 1~ ~< x~ ~< ui. 
It is done recursively in the following manner. For a 
fixed value of X 2 , . . . , X n ,  q(xl,x2 . . . . .  X,,) is a 
parabolic in x~. Therefore if the following conditions 
hold: 
1. d 2 q ( X l ,  . . . ,  Xn)/d2Xl is positive or zero (implies that 

q(x), as function of Xl, has a minimum or is linear). 
2. q ( l l ,  X 2 , . .  �9 , Xn) < O. 
3. q(ul, x2, �9 �9 �9 x~) < O. 
then q(xl, x2 . . . .  , xn) < 0 for every xl, x2 . . . . .  x,, 
x~ ~ [l,, u~]. 

By using this lemma for each of the polynomials 
pl(xl  . . . . .  xt), - p 2 ( x l , . . . , x t )  and p3(xl . . . . .  X t )  

several times we prove that (b)-(d) holds for every xl 
in the range defined above and therefore for the entire 
domain of a~ and bi. 

In this manner, establishing the positive definiteness 
of E(x) in the specific domain is reduced to the evalua- 
tion of a few polynomials at a finite number of points. 
Computing these values establishes that E(x) is positive 
definite in the domain defined above and hence, the 
colinear scheme converge in that range. 

Appendix 3: Identification of the Stimulus Location 

In the collinearity detector the subregion within which a 
given stimulus falls must be determined. This appendix 
describes a region detection mechanism and a possible 
modification of the collinearity detector (Sect. 2), to 
include both the region and colhnearity processes. 

By the definition of the three subregions (Sect. 
2.4.2) it is sufficient for the system to identify for each 
dot whether it falls in the left or right half of the 
rectangle. Then, by using a simple conjunction of the 
locations of the three dots, the subregions can be 
determined. 

Consider first the case where two subunits within a 
pair are identical. In particular, they have equal re- 
sponses to a dot located midway between them. If a dot 
is closer to one subunit, then this subunit will have a 
stronger response. Therefore, in order to detect whether 
a dot is on the left or right half of the rectangle, it is 
sufficient to compare the responses of the left and right 
subunits in the corresponding pair. 

As in the collinearity scheme, the assumption of 
identical subunits is undesirable. We would like two 
subunits to have equal response to a dot located mid- 
way between them. This can be achieved by using again 
the proportional gain adjustment calibration process 
for updating one of the subunits gain factor. 

Let us first examine this calibration mechanism 
independently of the calibration process used in the 
collinearity detector. Consider the pair of subunits UL 
and uR (one of the subunits pairs, the top, the center or 
the bottom pair) and their gain factors gL and gR. The 
goal of the calibration process is to calibrate the left 
(UL) subunit so that the left and right subunits re- 
sponses will be equal for a dot located midway between 
them, That is, gLUL(d/2)=gRub(d~2). The updating 
formula of the gain variable is then given by: 
gL ~ g L  + 6(gRuR(x) --gLUL(X)). It can be shown, using 
the multi-gain adjustment theorem (Appendix 1), that 
the gain variable in this case will converge, and the 
calibrated system will satisfy: gLUL(d/2) = gRuR(d/2). 

In this manner, in the calibrated system, it would be 
easy to determine whether the dot is closer to the 
right-hand or left-hand subunit. This mechanism can be 
used in a straightforward manner to determined the 
subregion occupied by the stimulus. 

We have thus defined two independent calibration 
processes, the coUinearity detection and the location 
detection. The system uses the region detection mecha- 
nism to gate the collinearity updating process. 
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